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MEDIUM TERM EVALUATION OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS, POWER PERFORMANCE AND 
LOADS ON THE FIRST SWEDISH OFFSHORE WIND FARM AT BOCKSTIGEN

Abstract - 

 

The first offshore wind farm in Sweden; Bockstigen, consists of five 500 kW stall controlled wind turbines on
monopile foundations. The main objectives of the technical evaluation are to a) verify the original design assumptions made
for a load carrying monopile and bedrock, b) investigate offshore power production versus onshore ditto as well as to deter-
mine park effects and c) analyse meteorological multi-mast statistics which serve as reference data to a newly developed com-
puter code for offshore wind energy potential mapping. The “main” measurement system has continuously been acquiring data
at 1 and 20 Hz/channel since the summer of 1998. A 40 m meteorological mast was built within the wind farm in the summer
of 1999 in order to acquire relatively undisturbed wind speed data from “free” sectors as well as to enable wake measure-
ments. The monopile and tower of one of the turbines are equipped with strain gauges at several depths and heights. Earlier,
[1] and [2], the objective was limited to verify the design integrity based on measured dynamic response of the tower and static
loads in extreme situations. In this paper, and in addition to power performance and meteorology, the influence of wind direc-
tion on load variation contributions from wind and waves is presented.

Fig. 1: Bockstigen at 17 m/s. Photo: Gunnar Britse

1 PARK EFFECTS

An initial and crude evaluation of park effects based on only a few months of data was carried out in [2]. At that stage, the ref-
erence was set to be power produced by unit no. 3, assuming all turbines had roughly equal power curves. Apart from such a
dubious assumption the method suffered from “difficult to interpret” positive park effects in wind sectors in which unit no. 3
was operating in the wake of other turbines. Due to lack of data the width of each sector was as wide as 10° 

A year later, data from Oct. 1999 to Mar. 2001 was available and it was now possible to evaluate more narrow 2°-sectors based
on a) the nacelle wind speed and b) a large number of 1 minute averages. The relationships between the measured wind speed
in the Sea Tower (ST) and the equivalent nacelle wind speeds on each unit were established.

To check the suitability of the method of using the corrected nacelle wind speeds for the evaluation of power performance
these results were compared with results obtained by using wind speeds as measured in the ST, Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Power performances versus wind speed based on wind speed measurements in Sea Tower (ST) and on the nacelles.

It is worth noticing that the power curves shown above have nothing to do with park effects as only data from free sectors have
been utilized. The next step was to sort data in wind speed bins for each sector. The result is shown in Fig. 3b.

Fig. 3a: Distances within the wind farm based on D=37m. Fig. 3b: Power versus corrected nacelle wind speed and wind direc-
tion. In a sector from NE to WSW there are still too few samples at high wind speeds to enable a meaningful analysis of data. 

A noticeable wake effect can be seen as far as x/D=20.9 at wind speeds from 8-9 m/s to 16-17 m/s. The next, not yet carried
out, tasks will be to a) use the power curves and the nacelle wind speed to determine a better wind speed estimate to hopefully
delete the ripple in Fig. 3b, b) separate data into high and low turbulence based on the standard deviation of electrical power or
nacelle wind speed and c) determine the width and depth of the wakes versus distance and turbulence level.

2 LOADS

One initial objective of the load evaluation process was to verify the integrity of the design. This work was based on frequency
response, dynamics of the tower and static loading in extreme situations, ref. [1] and [2]. The purpose of this investigation is to
quantify load contributions from wind and waves separately. The main idea is to use a Bockstigen site specific quality; west-
erly winds from the open sea are undisturbed with a low turbulence content and these conditions are associated with waves,
caused mainly by wind speed history and duration. Easterly winds on the other hand passes across the island of Gotland, where
trees and bushes, contribute to more or less normal, with respect to neighbouring onshore sites, turbulent conditions. The short
relatively distance of open water in front of the wind turbines at easterly winds implies relatively small waves, Fig. 4a. 

This evaluation is based on the rarely used shear load signals, Fig 4b. To enable separation of wind and wave induced loads,
strain gauges measuring shear forces were mounted a) near the original tower foot (level 4) and b) just above the bottom of the
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sea (level 3). There are several reasons for choosing shear force measurements in this investigation. The most important reason
is that shear loads more closely represent what we as researchers are interested in; the measured wave-induced forces acting on
the monopile. Uncertainties due to bending moment differences as a measure of shear load, are thereby avoided. The differ-
ence between shear forces at level 3 and level 4 can be interpreted as loads induced by waves and currents. Another important
reason for advocating the use of shear forces is that they have different, and for this purpose more suitable, frequency response
in comparison with the more widely used bending moment signal. The orientation of the nacelle is used as a direction indica-
tor. Thus the thrust and lateral loads (Tx and Ty) are evaluated according to co-ordinate system definitions shown in Fig. 4c.

Fig. 4 a, b and c: a) the Bockstigen site SW of Näsudden, b) strain gauge sensors and c) definition of co-ordinate systems for
measured and evaluated shear loads.

Almost 3 years of more or less continuous data acquisition enabled a data base of almost 30000 “valid” (=no start or stop, no
yawing and likewise appropriate conditions) 10 minute periods. For the purpose of this project the 10-minute information is
classified due to mean values of wind direction and wind speed. There are 12 equally large direction sectors of 30° each and
the wind speed interval is 1 m/s. As a final step of the evaluation procedure data within each bin are averaged. Finally, there is
a single number representing the mean of the standard deviation of Tx at, for instance, a wind speed of 8 m/s at a wind direc-
tion of 220°.

The results show clearly that turbulence dependent tower loads above sea level are much lower for sea wind directions than for
winds coming from land directions. The opposite result is valid when considering monopile loads below sea level, i.e. sea
wind directions introduce higher loads due to adherent larger waves. Please notice the relatively low magnitude of the wind
induced tower load (level 4) variations in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Average standard deviation of shear loads at sea bottom (level 3) and in tower (level 4) versus yaw direction. Increasing
magnitude implies increasing wind speed in an interval from 4-15 m/s.

3 METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Meteorological measurements are carried out in three towers; the 145 m high ‘land tower’ (LT), the 56 m high ‘coastal tower’
(CT), and the 40 m high ‘sea tower’ (ST), Fig. 4a. A more detailed description of the instrumentation is provided by Ronsten
et.al. in [1] and [2]. The meteorological data from the three towers provide a comprehensive basis suitable for general studies
of wind variations in the coastal area. Although much research has been done concerning internal boundary layers, results have
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primarily been based on measurements taken during relatively short time periods. Partly because of this, there is a large scatter
in the results from previous studies. The present measurements are planned to continue for several years, and they will thus
make it possible to obtain a more detailed knowledge about the wind climatology across a coast-line.

2.1 Results

An example of results, based on measurements from the period May 25, 2000, to March 15, 2001, is presented in Fig. 6. The
average ratio of wind speed measured at ST (45 m), and wind speed measured at CT (53 m) are shown as function of wind
direction. Directions for which the measurements at either ST or CT are disturbed from the tower or wake affected are marked.
Looking at sectors where measurements at both towers are undisturbed, e.g. 110°-200° and 220°-280°, we can see that the
ratio between wind speed at the two sites is not constant, but varies systematically with wind direction. Especially around
160°-170° the wind at ST is much higher than at CT, while for directions around 120° and 190° the wind speed at the two sites
are rather equal remembering the difference in altitude (45 m and 53 m).

 

Fig. 6: Average ratio between wind speed at ST, 45 m, and at CT, 53 m, versus wind direction at ST.

The reason for these differences could be illustrated by comparisons with model simulations of the wind field in the area. This
has been done using the MIUU-model, [3], a higher-order closure boundary-layer model. The model has been run with a 1 km
grid over the area, and the results explain the observed relations between wind speed at ST and at CT. Fig. 7 shows the mod-
elled wind fields at 48 m height over southernmost Gotland, for typical southeasterly and southerly general flow situations.
With a southeasterly general wind, the model estimates a wind speed which is of the order 6.8 m/s at ST and 7.2 m/s at CT, i.e.
a ratio of 0.94, comparable to the observations at 130° wind direction. For a southerly general flow, the modelled wind at ST is
about 7 m/s while at the same time the wind speed at CT is modelled to be about 6.4 m/s. This gives a ratio of 1.09, compara-
ble to the observation around 180° wind direction. The model thus manage to describe the variations with wind direction of the
wind speed ratio between ST and CT, and we may conclude that the observed variation is mainly due to topographic- and
roughness differences between land and sea in the area.

Fig. 7: Wind speed at 48 m height over the southern Gotland area as modelled by the MIUU-model.
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